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INNOVATION

A team of Harvard scientists
invents a paper film that
prolongs the life of food
The smart material has corn protein known as zein,
starch and other biopolymers.
Dani Martín
Barcelona. Monday, January 10, 2022. 6:49 PM
Reading time: 1 minute
We have all repeatedly faced the situation that we end up sending to the trash some food
or fruit that has not been preserved in the way we expected. From Harvard they have
created something that preserves food.
https://www.elnacional.cat/ca/tecnologia/un-equip-de-cientifics-d-harvard-inventa-un-paper-film-que-allarga-la-vidadels-aliments_693215_102.html
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Together with NTU (Nanyan Technological University) and a team of scientists from
Harvard (prestigious institute of the United States) have managed to generate a new
material that not only helps to pack and preserve food, but also increases its
shelf life. in fruits and being totally biodegradable and sustainable, it helps eliminate
harmful bacteria from this type of product.

The transparent ﬁlm that prolongs the life of food

The same transparent "ﬁlm" but with other compounds
An essential product in the pantry is the "ﬁlm" transparent separating
vegetables, cover some food | etc . Now with this drawer film you will not only
increase the shelf life of the product, but it will also increase its shelf life.
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It is also used for meats

The smart material contains corn protein known as zein, starch and other
biopolymers. You can find antimacrobial (natural) components such as thyme oil, citric
acid, etc.

According to the same researchers, food when exposed or wrapped in this material will
prevent the creation of bacteria that end up being harmful to health.

Storage over 2 months
To corroborate the quality of the material, they say that this transparent "film" was tested
with pieces of meat and other foods, making its preservation last more than a month.

Traditional strawberries increased their shelf life by up to 7 days , and those
fruits that deteriorate more easily could extend their shelf life by up to 4 days.
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What's new? While with a traditional film you can cover a salad, it is very unlikely that
you will prevent it from oxidizing further by preventing water or bacteria from falling into
the fridge.

Strawberry increased its shelf life

The good news about the creation of this new material is not only conservation, but also
much more biodegradable and environmentally friendly than the common
plastics used to preserve food.
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However, with the new transparent "film" created by the above-mentioned
bodies, you will not only wrap your products, but also increase their shelf life .
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They are half a
jewel for a special
occasion because
they transform any
leg and are
discounted in
Calzedonia

Springfield waterrepellent feathers,
56% discounted
and with a hairy
hood that gives it a
touch

Christian Morales

Christian Morales

FOOD

THE POLL OF THE DAY

Mercadona has a
new coulant that is
not made of
chocolate

Who is right in the
Djokovic case?
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CORONAVIRUS

HOTELS

Spain records
300,000 cases of
covid-19 over the
weekend

A five star hotel in
the center of
Lisbon for less than
€ 100 a night

Berto Sagrera

Jordi Prió

EDITORIAL

JANUARY 11, 1939

Pedro Sánchez hides
the table

Franco's troops cross
the Ebro and begin
the occupation of
Catalonia

José Antich

Marc Pons
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